EAL Equine Activity Resources

The Art of Facilitation – with 28 Equine Assisted Activities by Charisse Rudolph, 2015

Equine Assisted Ground Activities and Tools by Debbie Anderson and Blair McKissock. HorseWork Education 2013
Note: HorseWork Education offers many other books and resources

  * written for EFP not EAL but includes activities ideas.

Horsemanship: Humanship Skills – How horses make us better people. By Kathy Lutz, LCSW, 2013. This also includes a separate participant workbook.
Note: Email Kathy to get the order form at kathylutzlcsw@verizon.net

EAL Social Studies Resource

This is a social studies resources that the Equine Specialist could provide the academic educator they are partnering with.

Social Studies: Provided by the American Museum of Natural History
http://www.amnh.org/exhibitions/past-exhibitions/horse
  Prehistoric times-Horses and Hunters,
  How Horses shaped Warfare
  Trade and Transportation,
  Working by our Side - In the 1800s, machines and horses often labored side by side. Many new inventions meant more work for horses, not less. In fact, horses worked at more varied jobs during the industrial era than at any other time.
  How Horses Affected Wealth and Status